
Through supporting 1 volunteer = You Support tens of people in street conditions

Follow the path of



ADAV

( E
MPOWER a Volunteer )

Donation: 10€ per/month, covering 
all transportation fees of a volunteer 
streetworker, during the annual 
relief efforts
*Why I should choose to empower a 
volunteer: Within our environmental 
protection ethos, we encourage our 
volunteers to use mainly all means 
of public transport for our activities, 
even when operating under 
inaccessible areas and adverse 
conditions. So far, all expenses are 
covered by the volunteers while 
offering daily their precious time. 
With this donation, you facilitate his 
work and you contribute to reducing 
environmental pollution.



ADAV
( E

ncourage a Volunteer )

Donation: 25 € per/month,
complete coverage of
transportation fees and mobile 
phone communications with the 
organization and the various 
emergency services, during the 
annual relief efforts. Such
donation provides 2 necessary 
tools for the direct relief of the 
homeless/people in need under 
unforeseen and adverse
conditions.  

Duration : 1 to 12 months 

*Why I should choose to
encourage a volunteer:
During our fieldwork, our
volunteers are often required to 
get in touch with our offices as 
well as various hospitals,
emergency services etc so that 
they can provide or refer the 
cases of the homeless people 
who need urgent attention. Until 
today these expenses are
covered by the volunteers. With 
this donation, you help them to 
ensure that they have the
necessary tools to do their work 
in the most effective way.



ADAV

( S
upport a Volunteer )

Donation: 50€ per/month, 
covering transportation,
communications and the
participation of the
streetworker in monthly field 
safety & streetwork training.

*Why I should choose to support 
a volunteer: Our volunteers are 
required to resolve a number of 
cases/incidents which demand a 
high level of responsibility and 
tireless effort under street
conditions that are
understandably unpredictable.
In order to ensure their personal 
safety, they need to acquire a 
skill set required for combining 
streetwork toolkit and first
response/aid qualifications



ADAV

(A
dopt a Volunteer )

Donation : 100 € per/month; 
When you adopt a volunteer, 
you present the volunteer 
with a holistic offering which 
takes care of transportation, 
communication fees,
and a complete training cycle 
for vocational and soft skills,
enabling him to acquire the
necessary tools to excel in 
both his volunteering as well 
as his professional capacties.

Duration : 1 to 12 months
*Why I should choose to adopt 
a volunteer: The Emfasis
Volunteers display an
extraordinary amount of
dedication and commitment 
on a daily basis. We believe 
that their self-offering
constitutes one of the
greatest examples of civil
society’s active participation 
and sets a role model for the 
rest of the community.
When you adopt a volunteer, 
you identify with the same 
values and you promote such 
inspiring cases.



ΑDAP (Adopt A Project) 
Fund an Emfasis Foundation relief program or activation 
Cost: to be determined subject to detailed evaluation, 
based on the needs of each program and the resources 
available by the interested party/ies. 
An official receipt is issued by Emfasis for each 
contribution 
You will receive a regular, detailed report of the project’s 
progress, with clear and measurable results including 
statistics and evaluation. 
Upon completion, you will receive the official donor 
certification
 
*  Why fund an Emfasis project: Emfasis does not receive 
any form of state or public funding. It relies exclusively 
on the financial support of individuals, companies and 
institutions that believe in its vision.

     Emfasis's operational model derived from its vast 
experience in designing and implementing direct, effective 
targeted interventions with tangible results without 
being bogged down to bureaucracy and delay tactics. 
Emfasis' follows strict transparency guidelines, ensuring 
honest and successful cooperation with all private and 
corporate donors.

ADAP
(A

dopt A Project) 



Emfasis Foundation:   A non-profit initiative, founded in 2013, operating on the principles of streetwork. Over 40 permanent volunteers 
support people living or experiencing a large part of their time on the street. We support individuals who are homeless or experiencing 
financial difficulties, the unemployed, families under the poverty line, working children, stranded migrants, vulnerable youth, and the 
elderly in insecure living conditions.

How we operate:  
How we operate: 

#With streetwork teams, offering daily psycho-social advisory, whilst in parallel designing individualized actions for the social
integration of the individuals we support.

#With our mobile support units we provide essential items for survival on the street at night, in Athens and Piraeus. 
#Through our social and family support corner (in the SynAthina space), providing practical assistance concerning social benefits,

payment settlements, unemployment grants
 #Through Healing Photography Workshops for children of refugees

#With relief campaigns in periods of extreme weather conditions, temporary accommodation,
urgent street intervention

Info: maria@emfasisfoundation.org & 211 4066140


